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DNA Certificate
Accordant International Pigeon Panel by ISAG
Certificate issued on August 19, 2019 in Moen, Belgium
Certificate updated August 19, 2019

AUG20190013
Scan this QR code to verify this

certificate on "http://www.pigen.be"

The authenticity and updates of this certificate can be verified on "http://www.pigen.be"
No DNA profile determined

ZA18-TRPF-12172

Gender by DNA: Hen
Certificate: AUG20190013

father

mother

grandfather

grandmother

grandfather

grandmother

Ruben Lanckriet Pascal Lanneau

1 This certificate is issued based on tests performed on DNA samples to PiGen by accredited
veterinarians and/or FCI officials appointed by the persons that confirmed, on the date of DNA
sampling, to be the respective owners of the pigeons with the ringnumbers mentioned in this
certificate.
2 DNA testing is done according to internationally agreed Pigeon Panel and recommendations by ISAG
(International Society of Animal Genetics). The testing labs are certified according NEN-EN-ISO 9001.
The probability of exclusion (PE) of this parentage verification is higher than 99,9%.
3 LDHA or lactate dehydrogenase gene is a scientific validated quality gene for racing performance;
the A allele is significant more present in top racing pigeons.
4 DRD4 or dopamine receptor 4 gene is a scientific validated quality gene for racing performance and
an indicator for character traits; the CT variant is significant more present in ace birds.

Certificate generated on 22-08-2019 Pigen VOF, Keiberg 31, 8552 Moen, Belgium

Center for the enhancing, counseling and reliability of the genetic quality of racing pigeons

http://www.pigen.be
http://www.pigen.be
https://www.pigen.be/certificate/AUG20190013
https://www.pigen.be/certificate/AUG20190013


	
Super	offer!	The	2.	final	winner	in	the	Victoria	Falls	YL	race
-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-	x	-	-
	
===================================================================
Records	on	the	Victoria	Falls	OLR	2019
						2.	Open	Rurgwe	(619	km)	Final	Race	-		1,482	birds
						45.	Open	Kazangula	Road	Training	Flight	19	(47	km)	-	1,476	birds
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-	FATHER	IS	BRED	FROM	CAR	RACE	WINNER	X	BEST	BIRD	CLUB	2010
Bred	from
						1.	Fed.	Newport	(640	km)
						2.	Car	Race	(710	km)
Grandson	to
						1.	Fed.	Winner	Newport	(hardest	race)
Grandson	to
						4x	1.	prize	winner
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-	MOTHER	IS	O/B	CHAMPIONSHIP	INNER	CRADOC	(710	KM)
Bred	from	son	Clinton	Parsons	click-pair
Granddaughter	to
						1.	Fed.	Winner	Newport	(hardest	race)
Granddaughter	to
						4x	1.	prize	winner
===================================================================
	
Original	Wedderburn
	



Characteristics
Gender Hen
Eye	color yellow
Pigeon	color red

PPQC
General	characteristics
Size small
Thickness regular
Vitality strong
Colour	density strong
Length medium
Strength average
Ventbones	strength strong
Ventbones	position closed
Muscles supple
Balance balanced
Back strong

Wing	characteristics
Breeding	feathers round	and	medium
Feather long	and	normal
Plumage normal	plumage
Feathers soft
Secondaries regular
Suppleness very	supple

Total	score 9.25
PIPA	Quality	Control	on 27/07/2019	14:00


